Let P be the set of all (positive rational) prime numbers, and let E be an arbitrary nonempty subset of P. Throughout this paper, let p denote a general member of P, and for non-negative integers a, write palIn if pain and pa+lXn. For each positive integer n, define co(n;E)= ~ 1, ~(n;E)= ~ a.
E(x)= ~ p-1 (x real). p~xopeE
In [37] , it was observed that if E(x)~ + oo as x-~ + 0% then both the average order and the normal order of co(n; E) are equal to E(n), and the same statement holds for s E).
However, it is often more convenient to discuss the distributions of co(n; E) and ~(n; E) when n ~< x in terms of some approximation to E(x) which is more elementary or easier to calculate than E(x) itself. For example, if E=P, one usually uses log 8 x=log log x as an approximation to E(x) and considers the size of co(n) -log~ x or ~(n) -log 2 x for values of n~<x. In this paper, we shall compare the sizes of co(n; E) and ~(n; E) (for n<~x) with a number v which we think of as an approximation to E(x). The degree of approximation will be specified in the theorems. We assume throughout that (1.7) x, v, ~ are real with x,>l, v>0. ~ is a nonempty set of primes, to be regarded as arbitrary unless further assumptions are stated. (E may depend on x or on various parameters.) (In many applications, it is convenient to take v to be a functional value v(x; E), the function being defined for all x ~> cl(v). ) Lastly, we define (1.8) A =A(x, v; E) =max {2, IE(x)-vl}.
We can now state our first main result. THEOREM 1.9. Assume (1.7) , and let (1.10) g(n) = re(n; E) (/or a/l n) or
g(n) ---Q(n; E) (/or all n).
De/ine and that (1.13) Ifi[ < A-~vt"
1! fl <~ O, then
(1.14)
T,(x, fl; E, g) = F,(fl)-(2g)-t{E(x)-v}R,(fl)v-i+O(R~(fl)v-~), and il fl >10, then
(1.15)
-T,(x, fl; E, g) = F~(fl)+(2~)-J{E(x)-v}R,(fl)v-J+O(R,(fl)v-i).
In (1.14) and (1.15) , the constants implied by 0 are absolute.
By (4.7), the right-hand sides of both (1.14) and (1.15) can be written in the slightly less precise form Theorem 1.9 is of "large deviation" type, so called because it gives precise approximations when fl is allowed to range over a rather large interval whose size may vary with x.
Asymptotic formulas for large deviations of additive arithmetic functions have been obtained previously by other authors, but Theorem 1.9 and its proof differ significantly from their work. In the special case E =P, g(n) =co(n), v --log2 x, the result is due to Kubilius [28, Theorem 9.2] . It was later extended by Kubilius [31] to real-valued additive functions /(n) of a somewhat more general type than co(n), and LaurinSikas [32] obtained Kubilius's conclusions for such functions under weaker hypotheses. However, both Kubilius and
LaurinSikas assumed that/(p) is very near a fixed number 2 for "most" primes p. Consequently, a result like Theorem 1.9 (or Theorem 4.27 below) does not follow from their theorems unless the set E satisfies a condition somewhat stronger than p-llogpN ~p-llogp asx-~+oo.
p~x.peE p~X
Furthermore, it seems doubtful that our theorems could be obtained by their methods, due to the possibly irregular distribution of E (see the comments on p. 168 of [28] ).
Whereas Kubilius and LaurinSikas used probabilistie methods, our proof of Theorem 1.9 does not require the use of any idea from probability theory. One reason for this is the availability of powerful results of Hals [18] , [19] on the local distribution of o~(n; E) and ~(n; E), the proofs of which require only classical real and complex analysis and some prime number theory. We obtain Theorem 1.9 by combining his results with certain estimates for partial sums of the exponential series (Lemma 4.20). As we showed in [38] , the latter estimates can be obtained by an elementary ad hoc method. However, it was also shown in [38] that they can be derived (in a slightly weaker form) from the difficult Cram~r-Petrov theorem on large deviations of sums of independent random variables.
Thus there does exist a connection between the present work and probability theory, and 
TJ~, ~, E, g) = G(~) + O (exp (-~/2) {~ +A}v-~),
and hence i/fl is any real number, we have
In (1.17) and (1.18), the implied constants are absolute.
Since Lemma 4.4 shows that As a rather special illustration, we mention here the following consequence of (1.18) and 
-G(
(1.20) A(x, u, fl) = G(-]fll) exp {fl~/2 § (log2u)-t)}{1 +O({]fl] § (log2u)-t)}.E = U {p: p -l(mod k)}. leL E(x) = 2~(k)-* Iogix + ~ p-1 + O(29~(k)-,
E(x)-~{1-I-I (1-q~(k~)-l)} l~ + O ( 2 r ) j-1
for x>~3, the implied constant being absolute. This can be combined with Theorem 1.9, Theorem (see [37, pp. 683-684] ), and hence our main results give asymptotic formulas for large deviations of log dm(n) from its normal order (log m) log 2 n. This application is not new, since it follows from Kubilius's theorems on large deviations of co(n) and ~(n) (see [28, Theorem 9 .2] and [31] ). However, our proof is quite different from his (in particular, it requires no probability theory). The result on log dm(n ) which can be obtained from (1.18) is due to Rdnyi and Turs [47] . It improves earlier work of Kac [25] , LeVeque [33] , and Kubilius [26] , [27] . See [37, pp. 683-684] for further information on the distribution of dm(n ).
It seems appropriate to indicate the limitations of our main results. Our methods depend heavily on the properties of the particular functions co(n; E) and ~(n; E), and we have nothing new to say about other additive functions. Furthermore, we are unable to prove similar results concerning the distribution of w([/(n)]; E) or ~(]/(n) l ; E) (where / is a polynomial with integral coefficients), nor can we deal with the joint distribution of, say, w(n; E) and eo(n + 1; E), nor with the distribution of a sum of such functions. Finally, we have not been able to obtain asymptotic formulas for T,,(x, fl; E, g) in larger fl-intervals than those indicated in our main theorems, nor can we derive asymptotic expansions.
See [37, w 7] for a few additional remarks along these lines and some references. Further discussion and references will appear in [39] . Most of the remaining symbols and functions were defined in the first few paragraphs of w 1 (prior to (1.12)). A few further notations will be introduced as needed.
w 3. Upper and lower bounds for Te(x, ~; E,g)
To avoid constant repetition, we assume throughout this section that (1.7) and (1.10) hold. Our concern here is to obtain upper and lower bounds for Tv(x, 8; E, g) which generalize somewhat the main results of [37] . Although the inequalities of this section are not quite as precise as our main asymptotic formulas, they are of interest in themselves because they are valid over larger fl-intervals and because their proofs are simpler. Furthermore, some of these inequalities will be used in deriving the asymptotic formulas.
Instead of dealing directly with T,(x, 8; E, g), we shall find it more convenient to consider (as in [37] ) the related functions 
Furthermore, i/ E(x) >1 ca(O ) and 0 <~ m <~
In [19] , Halgsz proved Lemma 3.5 only for g(n)=~(n; E). His proof can be extended to the case g(n) =co(n; E); see Norton [37, pp. 687-689 ] for a few remarks on this extension and on the literature dealing with such results, and see also the remarks below and in w 4.
(In [37] , the hypothesis E(x)>~c3(0 ) was replaced by a less general condition.) It should be noted that Sgrk6zy [51] has recently improved (3.7) by showing that the left-hand side
. We shall not need SArk6zy's result in this paper.
The first uniform upper bounds like (3.6) were proved by Hardy and Ramanujan [23] (reprinted in [46, pp. 262-275] ) for the special case E=P (the set of all primes). Since their results have been stated and applied incorrectly several times in the subsequent literature, it seems appropriate to mention here that they proved the sharp estimate It remains to be shown that (3.12) holds under the assumptions (3.11) and
If m=0, then (3.12) follows directly from (3.6), so we assume m>~ 1. It may not be true that m <(2-e)E(x) for some e>0, so we can no longer use (3.6). However, we assert that 
R,(x, ~; E, g)>. Z {N(m, x; E, g) + N(m + 1, x; E, g)}.
n<~rn<~ ( 
Lv(X, ~; E, g) ~-lxv-ie Q(-'~)v+oA, R~(x, & E, g) "<~-:xv-~e Q(~)~+~'.

L~(x)(x, y; E, g) < y-lxE(x)-i ee(-r)E(z) < (5-1XV-89 eQ(-r)s(x).
Now if a > -1 and b > -1, Taylor's theorem yields
where ~ is between a and b. We take a= -~, b = -?, and use (3.30) to get
By (1.1), it follows that (3.38) Q( -?) E(x) = Q( -?) (v + z) < Q( -(~) v -& <~ Q( -~) v + 8A.
Combining ( 
LE(x)(x, ?; E, g) > ?-lxE(x)-~ e Q(-r) ~(x).
x.K. NORTON
We now apply (3.37) with a= -8, b = -~, then use (3.30) to get
where ~ >~ -~. By (3.27) and (3.24), 
Finally, suppose that v-J ~<0 <3v -t =00. (Note that 00< 89 by (3.28) and (3.42).) Using what we have just proved and the fact that Q(t),<t ~ for Itl ~<1 (see (1.2) or Lemma 3.1), we find that Lv(X, 8; E, g) >~ Lv(X , 80; E, g) ~ x ~" 8-1xv -t e Q(-~)v-2~A, and similarly for R~(x, 0; E, g). Q.E.D. w 4. Preliminary asymptotic formtdas
We assume throughout this section that (1.7) and (1.10) hold. Up to this point, our work has been based on Hal~sz [19] and Norton [37] and has been essentially elementary. However, the upper and lower bounds given in w 3 are so near to each other as to suggest the existence of asymptotic formulas, and in order to obtain such formulas, we need to use the more difficult results of Hal~sz [18] . These we shall combine with one of the main theorems of Norton [38] , which is essentially a special case of the Cram6r-Petrov theorem of probability theory but which can also be proved in an elementary way (as was shown in [38] ). Before beginning this work, we state here two easy lemmas from [38, We need the following deep and beautiful result of Hals [18] , which should be compared with Lemma 3.5 above.
LEMMA 4.8. Let 0<~<1. If E(x)~>2 and (~ E(x) < m <.(2-~) E(x), then E(x)me-s~x){10~(ImE(x) -~-11 § N(m, x; E, g) = x ~ -4-
In [18], Hals proves Lemma 4.8 only for the function g(n)=~(n; E). The proof is
based on Theorems 2 and 3 of [18] , which we need not state here. These theorems give estimates for ~n<x/(n), where / is a complex-valued completely multiplicative function 
. ). It is then easy to verify that f(n) =~l~ h(d)/*(n/d) for all n (each side of this identity is a multiplicative function). If
x >/y >/1, it follows that
It is convenient to take y=xt. Then the inner sums on the right-hand side of (4.9) can be estimated by using Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 of [18] , and it turns out that if ~1 [h (1) Kubilius [29] derived asymptotic formulas and asymptotic expansions for card (n:
n ~< x and/(n) = m} which are uniform in m, where / is an integral-valued additive function such that/(p) is "usually" equal to 1. In particular, his Theorem 3 leads to a slightly more precise version of Lemma 4.8 under the rather restrictive conditions ~tE 1 ~ log T < + oo and m~log~ x (as x-~ + oo). N(m, x; E, g ) and similar functions, although none except S&rkSzy [51] has achieved the generality with respect to E that is evident in Hals theorems (Lemmas 3.5 and 4.8 above). For references to some of this related work, see Norton [37, p. 688] . Additional work (not mentioned in [37] ) concerning asymptotic formulas for local distribution of additive functions has been done by S. Selberg (1940, 1942, 1943, 1947, 1951 
Many other authors have contributed results on
[ 1 -S~(fl) -.F,(fl)[ < 0.7R~(fl)v -t.
This is Theorem 1.8 of Norton [38] , where an elementary proof was given. As was Z,(a) ).
Finally, we apply (4.21) and use the inequality R~(~)<R,(fl), which follows from Lemma 3.1. We obtain (4.24).
Q.E.D.
We now come to the main result of this section. It can be viewed as a preliminary version of Theorem 1.9. Note, however, that in the following theorem, there is no assumption like (1.12) about the relative sizes of v and A (we merely assume (1.7), as always).
Also, the assumption here about the size of Ifll is slightly weaker than (1.13). We now prove (4.29) with ~ replaced by a (for convenience). We take 0 ~< a ~< A-iv j =8
and use the identity 
-Tv(x, ~; E, g) = -Tv(x, 8; E, g) + T~(x, 8; E, g)-T~(x, ~; E, g).
First observe that The idea of the proof is now very simple: we must estimate Rw(7) and F~(7) in terms of Rv(~) and Fv(~). Because of the somewhat complicated nature of these functions, an extended series of calculations is needed to finish the proof. First,
Hence by (5.8), (1.13), and (1.12),
Next, we apply (3.37) and recall that [7[ < ~wt to get 
)), we get wQ(yw-J) = (v + z)Q(•w-J) = vQ(flv -t) + flzv -j + O( ]fl[v-J + v-t).
Exponentiating this and using (1.13) and the estimate e~=l+y+O(y ~) (for y~l), we obtain 
